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1.0 Executive Summary 

Following the BellSouth and AT&T merger, AT&T migrated and consolidated the 
former BellSouth nine-state Southeast OSS platform into a single pre-ordering and ordering 
operations support systems (OSS) platform for use across AT&T’s 22-state region. AT&T 
determined that the 13-state OSS system would produce greater efficiencies for the benefit of 
both AT&T and CLECs throughout the 22-state region.’ 

In November 2009, as part of the OSS consolidation process, AT&T announced plans to 
phase-out the Local Exchange Navigation System (LENS) ordering interface currently available 
for use by CLECs in AT&T’s nine-state region (the former BellSouth region). The LENS 
interface will be replaced with another hnt-end CLEC ordering interface, known as the Local 
Service Request Exchange System (LEX), currently used in the AT&T 13-state region. The 
CLEC communilty was notified of AT&T’s plans to implement LEX as early as May 2007.2 As 
part of the phase-in process to give nine-state CLECs time to adequately learn the new 22-state 
LEX interface without disrupting operations, AT&T intended to run the existing LENS ordering 
interface in parallel until March 20,2010. 

On September 3,2009, Saturn Telecommunication Services, Inc. (“STS”), a CLEC, filed 
an Emergency Petition with the Commission for Injunctive Relief and a Request for Stay of 
AT&T’s CLEC November 2009 LEX OSS release. According to STS, the LEX ordering 
interface does not allow for the same edit-checking capabilities that are currently being provided 
to CLECs via the LENS ordering interface. As a result, STS claims that it “will be irreparably 
harmed by erosion of customer confidence, inability to efficiently add, convert and service its 
customen on Petitioner’s network, and loss of customers to Respondent [AT&T].” 

On October 2, 2009, staff conducted a conference call with the parties to discuss a 
proposed stipulation in response to STS’ petition. On the call, FPSC staff proposed to conduct a 
post-implementation audit of the LEX and LENS interfaces to determine if LEX provides the 
same or similar edit capabilities as LENS. This audit would be conducted in lieu of staying the 
LEX OSS Release. Additionally, staff proposed that AT&T run LENS in parallel with LEX for 
a nine-month period. The parties agreed to allow staff to conduct the review. However, AT&X 
would not agree to operating the LENS interface any longer than its original planned retireme& 
date of March 20,2010. V 
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The 9-state AT&T region includes the s tab of Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Tennewe, Mississippi. Louisiana, South Carolii,  
North Carolina, and Kenhlcky. The 13-state AT&T region refers to the pre-merger SBC Communications’ region and includa 
the states of Texas. Kansas, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Obis  Wisconsin, California, Nevada, Arkansas, Oklabom& 
and C o ~ e c t i c ~ t .  c> 

AT&T is required to follow the Change Management Process and Change Control Process for all system retirement and relea.&’ 
notifcations. AT&T announcsmrmts associated with AT&T’s merger integration plans are made via Accessible Lettns to the 
CLEC community. Implementation of the nine-state LEX and Verigate OSS interfaces were announced beginrung in May 2007 
(Accessible Lefter SN91087078). 
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In response to the conference call, staff brought a recommendation to this Commission 
for decision on November 10, 2010. Pursuant to FPSC Order No. PSC-09-0799-PAA-TP, in 

oss relmm under c a post-implePnetltation audit, "Ilie order also 
required AT&T to nm the existing LENS interface in parallel until completion of d s  audit 
and a decision by this Climmission on this matter. 

Docket NO. 090430-TP, er 2 2009, AT&T was allowed to implement the LEX 

The primary objectives of SWS audit were to: 

+ Review and dwument the history of the edhhecking cap&Wy as a resUipement in 
Florida. 

view the nondi-tory access and operatiod readiness decisions regarding LEX. 

p - d e r h g ,  ordering, and editing processes and assess the LEX and 

+ Document and assess any additional LEX issues or deficiencies discovered during the 
audit. 

+ Conduct a survey of Florida CLEC9 that are EX to determine user 
satisfaction. 

. .. 
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* Review of LEX and LENS user guides. 

* System maps (Le., OSS process flows) for LENS and LEX. 

The following are the conclusions derived from each report chapter. 

Chapter 2 Edit Checking Capability Requirement in Florida 
BellSouth provided online edit-checking capability in LENS to CLECs in the Southeast 

since January 2000 as a result of two FPSC orders. Edit-checking was first identified as an issue 
in the BellSouth original petition for Section 271 approval in 1997. In 1998 this Commission 
again found that edit-checking was not at parity with the BellSouth retail system and ordered the 
Company to make it available. Edit-checking capability was provided in the LENS interface, 
and this Commission found BellSouth to be in compliance with this requirement in 2003. 

Chapter 3 Nondiscriminatory Access and Operational Readiness 
Staff reviewed the OSS independent third-party testing done on the LEX interface in 

three other states to determine if LEX had historically been deemed as providing 
nondiscriminatory access to AT&T's OSS. Staffs review revealed that, at the conclusion of 
testing, the Michigan, California and Texas State Commissions and the FCC had determined that 
nondiscriminatory access was being provided to the OSS, which included the LEX interface? 

In order to make a determination on operational readiness, staff reviewed the November 
2009 LEX pre-production test plans and results, post-production defects and commercial data for 
the month of January 2010. Staff was satisfied with pre-production testing, with the exception of 
volume testing. Staff believes that the lack of volume testing in the production environment 
represents a possible risk for AT&T. Staff is concerned that once all CLECs have migrated to 
LEX the back-end system may not be able to effectively respond to CLEC inquiries and orders. 
Previous OSS volume testing for Florida, as well that done in other states for Section 271 
approval was done in the production environment. 

Staffs review of the CLEC defects submitted since the November 2009 release revealed 
13 currently open LEX defats. Staff is satisfied that all but one of the currently open defects 
will be resolved by March 20,2010. 

Finally, stafPs review of LEX aggregate performance metric data shows that for January 
2010, AT&T appears to be providing service at parity with the LEX interface, with the exception 
of flow-through results. Staff believes AT&T should perform a root cause analysis of the reason 
for poor flow through results for the LEX interface and take appropriate corrective action. 

' OSS independent third-party testing for thcsc thne states WBS condumd m the 1999-2003 timefxame. 
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Chapter 4 LEX and LENS Edit-Checking Capability 
In this chapter, two key differences between CENS and LEX were observed: the 

operational structure and the edit-c-g process. The LENS Operational structure is linear 
and requires a user to enter data in certain fields before being allowed to move onto the next page 
or screen. In contrast, a LEX user is allowed to move more k l y  around the order taking 

s. Staff believes the LEX interhce is not as user- 
process. Howmw, staE s that CLECs 

may prefer the flexibility provided in LEX. 

With regards to the edit-checking process, LENS generates error messages while a user is 
populating an LSR and will further require the error to be c.xlrreeted before the user can move 
forward in processing an order. In LEX, the user is not informed of errors on the LSR until after 
the LSR has been issued to AT&T. Staff believes the edit-checking process performed in LEX 
may cause some delays in the overall tine to complete an order. Howeyer based on staff‘s 
limited observation and CLEC opinion, it appem that this delay weis minimaL 

Although staff has concerns with the operational structure and edit-ch&g process in 
LEX, staff notes that AT&T has provided CLECs with adequate time to learn and train their 
personnel on the new LEX interface Without dimpPting CLECs ongoing operations. CLECs in 
AT&T’s Southeast region have had the opporkunity to transition aff of the LENS intezhe and 
onto the LEX interbe since November 2009 (over four months). Additionally, AT&T’s LSC 
(Local Service Center) representatives also available to help CLEGs on a variety of issues when 
transitioning from the LENS to the LEX interface. Other suppoa Senices available for CLECs 
to contact include the CLEC’s Wholesale Supiport Manager, AT&T’s Information Systems Call 
Center, and AT&T’s Mechanized Customer Production Support Center. Each are available to 
assist with LEX issues such as access, software, general navigation, system error resolutions, and 
business rules. 

One of the primary purposes of the implementation of the LEX interface in the Southeast 
region is to provide uniformity to the OSS systems across the AT&T 22-state region. Staff 
believes, the 22-state LEX interface does include a number of significant enhancements that 
provide for more b c t i o d i t y  to create, manage, or change LSRs. While the methods used to 
execute a function diEers between the LENS and LEX applications, staff believes that LEX 
provides the same desired end-result as LENS regardless of how executed. Staff believes that 
LEX and LENS generally provide like functionality. 

ather *fidencie;S 
AT&T provided a demonstration of how a CLEC can place orders for a commingled 

arrangement via the LEX interface, This issue is of primary importatwe to STS. Based on errors 
revealed during the demonstration, staff does not believe AT&T can support its statement that 
LEX will allow for the processing of “all” product types. Staff believes that STS may not be 
able to order or effectively order commingled arrangements via LEX. It is important for STS 
and all CLECs to be allowed access to these network elements. Staff strongly believes AT&T 
has not adequately evaluated and updated all appropriate documentation CLECs are required to 
use to assist in the placement of these orders through the LEX interface. The appropriate 
supporting documentation includes, but is not limited to, AT&T’s Local Service Pre-Ordering 
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Requirements, Local Service Order Requirements, Local Ordering Handbook, and LEX User 
Guide. 

Staffs position is further supported by a matrix of additional concerns that was provided 
by STS following the demonstration. The concerns were provided to staff on March 1, 2010. 
Staff provided that matrix to AT&T on March 18,2010. 

Chapter 6 LEX User Satisfaction 
It generally appears that the CLECs who are actually using LEX for placing orders in 

Florida are experiencing the issues that typically come with a new software release. Staff 
believes that the majority of the users in the Florida CLEC community do not appear to have a 
significant issue with the LEX interface. 

1.  Staff recommends that AT&T be allowed to move forward with the LENS retirement 
under the condition that AT&T agrees to implement the recommended actions listed in 
items 2-5 below. 

2. Staff recommends that AT&T should conduct LEX volume testing in the production 
environment, or otherwise prove that capacity in the production environment is adequate 
in the Southeast back-end systems. 

3. Staff recommends that AT&T perform a root cause analysis on the reason for the poor 
flow-through results for the LEX interface and take appropriate corrective action. 

4. Staff recommends that AT&T update all appropriate CLEC documentation for 
commingled orders via the LEX interface. 

5. Staff recommends that AT&T, STS, and staff continue to work together to resolve the 
specific LEX ordering issues raised by STS in the March 1,2010 matrix. 

5 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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2.0 Edit-Checking Requirement 
and OSS Testing in Florida 

One of stafPs first objectives as listed in section 1.2 was to review and document the 
history of the edit-checking capability as a requirement in Florida. This section discusses how 
online edit-checking was ordered by this Commission. 

In November 1997, in Docket No. 960786-TL, the FPSC identified several BellSouth 
(now AT&T) OSS related problems. One specific problem was that the LENS and Electronic 
Data Interchange (EDI) ordering interfaces did not have electronic edit-checking capabilities at 
parity with BellSouth's retail systems. This problem, among several others, resulted in a denial 
of BellSouth's Section 271 application of the Telecommunication Act of 1996: 

In July 1998, in Docket No. 9801 19-TP, a complaint by Supra Telecommunications and 
Information Systems, Inc., this Commission again determined that among other issues, 
BellSouth's CLEC ordering systems did not provide the same online edit-checking capability 
that BellSouth's retail ordering systems provided. The FPSC stated "we believe the same 
interaction and edit-checking capability must take place when a CLEC is working an order as 
when BellSouth's retail ordering systems interact with BellSouth's FUEL and Solar databases to 
check the accuracy of BeIlSouth's orders.' Based upon the evidence, the FPSC determined that 
Supra did not have adequate online edit-checking capability." This Commission ordered 
BellSouth to modify the LEN and ED1 ordering systems so that the systems provide the same 
online edit-checking capability to Supra that BellSouth's retail ordering systems provided.6 

In October 1998, the FPSC's order in Docket No. 980119-TP was clarified and 
reaffirmed. BellSouth testified that it expected to have the modification to LENS as required by 
this Commission, completed by February 1999. The FPSC encouraged a completion date of 
December 1998. The FPSC clarified that it was not requiring BellSouth to duplicate its retail 
interfaces, but to "...provide Supra with the same interaction and online edit-checking capability 
through its interfaces that occurs when BellSouth's retail ordering interfaces interact with 
BellSouth's FUEL and Solar databases to check orders."' 

' FPSC Order PSC-97-1459-FOF-TL, Docket 960786-TL Consideration of BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc.'s entry into 
interLATA services pursuant to W o n  271 of the F e d 4  Telecommnnications Act of 1596. 

FUEL is the Field ldentilkr, Uniform Service Order Code and Edit Library. Solar is the Service Order Layout Assembly 
Routine. ' FPSC Order PSC-98-1001-FOP-TP. Docket 980119-TP Complaint of Supra Telecommunications and Information Systems, 
Inc. against BellSouth Telewmmunications, Ioc. for violation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996; petition for nsolution of 
disputes as to implementation and interpretation of interconnection, resale and wllocation agreements; and petition for 
emergency relief. ' FPSC order PSC-98-1467-FOF-TP, Docket 980119-TP, Complaint of Supra T e l m u n i c a t i o n s  and Infonnaion Systems, 
Inc. against BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. for violation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996; petition for resolution of 
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In February 2000, this Commission found that BellSouth had complied with all issues in 
Docket No. 980119-TP, withthe exception of online edit-chocking capability? 

€n d o n  o d d  ;that on on whether 
BellSouth capabEty be delayed until completion of the 
FPSC ordered third-party testing of BellSouth's OSS for purpose of Section 271 approval?*'o 
This testing had been ordering in conjunction with Docket No. 960786-TL. Once third-party 
OSS testing was completed, the FPSC would consider whether the testing of BellSouth's OSS 
had resolved the edit-checking capability issue in Docket No. 9801 19-'I". 

The third-party OSS test, conducted by KPMG Consulting, was designed to provide 
evidence of the adequacy of BellSouth's OSS, as required by the Telecommunication Act. 
KPMG Consulting's Final Report represented the c d m i d o n  of 30 months of testing activity 
involving the joint efforts of Florida CLECs, KPMG Consulting. FPSC M, and BellSouth. 
During the course of testing, KPMG Consulting submitted 172 exceptions and 207 observations. 
At the conclusion of the test, 22 exceptions and 13 observations remained open. The FPSC 
considered the disposition of these items during the course of BellSouth's Section 271 
proceeding." 

The FPSC opined that the report results testified to a quantum leap in BellSouth's OSS 
support capability and deIivery during the time between the inception of Docket No. 960786TL 
in November 1997 and the completion of this test in July 2002. Based on the results of the 
completed KPMG Consulting testing, the FPSC found that BellSouth was providing 
nondiscriminatory access to its OSS, including LENS. Additionally, the FPSC found that 
BellSouth was providing the necessary documentation and support functions and had 
demonstrated that its systems are operationally ready and provide an appropriate level of 
performance. 12 

disputes as to implementation and mfqretation of intarcbmncction, resale and collocation agreements; and petition fa 

* FPSC Ordm PSGooo28S-PCO-TP, Do& 98011%'TF, Complaint of Supra Teleoommunications and Infonuation Systems, 
Inc. against BellSouth Telwznmunic&ons, Inc. for violation of the Tdmmmunications Act of 1996; petition for resolution of 
disputes as to implementation and haQpretatiOn of intmoonnection, resale and colloeatiOn agreemmt% and petition fa 
emergency relid. 
?TSC Order PSC-OO-1777-PCO-TP, Docket 980119-TP, Complaint of Supra Telecommunications and Information Systems, 
Inc. against BellSouth Tel-unications, Inc. for violation of the TelmmmunioationS Act of 1996; petition for msolution of 
disputes as to implementation and interpretation of intacmnection, W e  aad collwdion ngwments; and petition for 
emergency relief Issued Septemh 28,2ooO. 
lo FPSC Order PSC-W-lS&PAA-TP, Dockat 96U786-TL, ConskbIation of BellSouth Telmmmwieatiotls, Inc.'s entry into 
mWLATA services pursuant to Section 271 of the Fcdesal Telecommunications Act of 1996. IsJued August 9,1999 
'I OSS Evaluation Project of BellSouth Telecommunication In& for the Florida Public Service Commission, KPMG Final 

emmgGncy reEd. 

Repmt, July 30,2002. 

l2 FPSC Opinion No. PSC42-1305-FOF-TL, Dooket %0786B-TL, ConsidemXion of BellSouth Telecammunications, Inc.'s 
entry into intwLATA scrviccs pursumt to sectim 271 of the Federal T&%ommunications Act of 1996. (Tbird-PaQ OSS 
Testing) Issued Scptcmhr 25,2002 
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In September 2002, the FPSC provided an opinion to the Federal Communication 
Commission (FCC) as required by the 1996 Telecommunications Act that stated: 

The FPSC found that BellSouth provided ALECs nondiscriminatory access to its 
OSS available in 2002.13 Additionally, we found that BellSouth was providing 
the necessary documentation and support functions and demonstrated that its 
systems were operationally ready and provided an appropriate level of 
performance. As a result, it was our opinion that BellSouth satisfied the OSS 
requirements of Section 271 of the 1996 Telecommunications Act.14 

Likewise, in approving BellSouth’s application, the FCC agreed that BellSouth provides 
nondiscriminatory access to its OSS and, thus, satisfies the requirement of checklist item 2 of 
Section 271 of the 1996 Telecommunications Act” By definition, nondiscriminatory access 
means that BellSouth provides CLECs access to the pre-ordering and ordering functionalities in 
substantially the same time and manner as BellSouth retail systems. Implicit in this finding was 
that the CLEC ordering systems provide sufficient online editing-checking capability. 

The FCC also specifically rejected Supra’s allegations as follows: 

76. We also reject Supra’s claim that the Florida KPMG test was inadequate 
because KPMG was not granted access to BellSouth’s OSS identical to that 
offered to BellSouth’s retail operations. Contrary to Supra’s assertions, we have 
never held that a competitkve LEC must access the BOC’s OSS in the 
identical manner as does the BOG. Instead, the Commission [FCC] has found 
that where a retail analogue exists, a BOC must provide access that is 
substantially the same as the level of access that the BOC provides itself, its 
customers, or its af€iliates, in terms of quality, accuracy, and timeliness. For those 
functions that have no retail analogue, the BOC must demonstrate that the access 
it provides to competing carriers would offer an efficient carrier a “meaningful 
opportunity to compete.” The Commission PCC] has recognized in prior orders 
that there may be situations in which a BOC contends that, although equivalent 
access has not been achieved for an analogous function, the access that it provides 
is nonetheless nondiscriminatory within the meaning of the statute. The Florida 
KPMG test evaluated the methods BellSouth employs to provide competitive 
LECs access to BellSouth’s OSS, methods that we have found previously to 
constitute nondiscriminatory access to BellSouth’s OSS. [emphasis added] 

FCC 02-331 in WC Docket 02-307,2002 FCC LEXIS 681 1. 

” ALEC or alternative local exchange carriers is the same as CLEC or Competitive local exchange cwiers. 
“ FPSC Opinion No. PSC42-1305-FOF-TL, Docket %0786B-TL. Consideration of BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc.’s 
entry into mterJ.,ATA services pursuant to Section 271 of the Federal Telecomnnications Act of 19%. (Third-party OSS 

BollSouth 
Telecommunications Inc. md BellSou!h J.mg Distsnce, Jnc., for Authorization to Provide In-Region, Interlafa Services in 
Florida and Tennessee, Adopted Dcambcr 18, D32. 

p t i n 8 )  Iswed septuaber 25,2002 
FCC Mcrnorendum Opinion and Order WC Dwket NO. 02-307, Application of BellSouth Corporation, 
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Paragraph 97 of the FCC order specifically addresses Supra’s issue of online edit-checking 
capability: 

97. We also reject Supra‘s claim that LENS is discrimhtozy because “orders 
submitted from LENS are not error checked with any efficiency or completeness.” 

interface under miteria that WMG found LENS to be a nondi- 
included testing of both error-free transactions and tranSaCtons that included 
errors. Moreover, since January 2000, LENS has used the TAG architecture and 
gateway and has essentially the same pre-ordering and ordering functionality for 
resale services and UNEs as TAG. Thus, when a competitive LEC submits a 
request through LENS, which sits slop the TAG system, it has the same online 
editing capabilities as a request submitted through TAG. As a consequence, we 
&sagme with Supra that ‘BellSouth has not implemented online edit-checking in 
LENS.” [footnotes omitted] 

. .  

I 2.1 Post Section 271 Approval 

In October 2003, in Docket No. 9801 19-TP, the FPSC found that BellSouth had provided 
Supra with online edit-checking capabilities in accodance with FF’SC ordem. l6 

L - -  2.5 Conclusion 

BellSQuth provided online ec€it-checbg capability in LENS to CLECs in the Southeast 
since January 2000 as a result of two FPSC orders. Edit-checking was fvst identified as an issue 
in the BellSouth original @tion for Section 271 approval in 1997. In 1998 this Commission 
again found that edit-checking was not a #ty with the BellSouth retail system and ordered the 
Company to make it available. Edit-checking capability WBS provided in the LEN interface, and 
this Commission found BellSouth to be in complianm with this requirement in 2003. 



3.0 Review of Nondiscriminatory Access and Operational 
Readiness Decisions Regarding LEX 

3.1 Introduction I 
Since the BellSouth merger with AT&T, all the fiont-end ordering OSS inteafaces tested 

by KPMG Consulting in Florida are all in the immediate process of being replaced by similar 
OSS interfaces currently used in AT&T’s 13-state region. This includes the replament of the 
LENS interface with LEX. 

The second of staf fs  five primary objectives was to review the nondiscriminatory access 
and operational readiness decisions which have been made regarding LEX. S W s  review 
includes a determination of whether LEX was adequately tested for nondiscriminatory access. 
Additionally, staff reviewed ATBT’s determination of LEX‘S operational readiness. Since the 
LEX interface is replacing LENS, it is important to assure Florida CLECs, as well as the FPSC, 
that the LEX interface provides CLECs with pre-ordering and ordering functionalities in 
substantially the same time and manner as AT&T’s retail systems. A comparison between LENS 
and LEX is a useful point of reference. To provide this assurance, staff  examined the following 
four areas: 

Independent third-party testing conducted in other states on the LEX interface for 271 
approval. 

+ AT&T’s and CLECs preproduction testing of LEX for the November 2009 release. 
+ LEX CLEC impacting defects occurring since the November 2009 release. 
+ Florida aggregate performance measurement data for ordering metrics for LEX. 

Staff wanted to determine if other states had found LEX to provide nondisCriminat ory 
access. Staff found that LEX had been subject to third-party testing in the states of Michigan, 
Texas, and California. LEX was tested for Michigan Bell’s, Southwestern Bell Telephone 
(SWBT), and Pacific Bell’s request for Section 271 approval of the 1996 Telecommunications 
Act. This testing was done by independent third-parties. Based on conclusions by each state 
Commission and by the FCC, FPSC staff has determined that the LEX was adequately tested and 
found to be nondiscriminatory at that time. Staff is unaware of any party that brought up the 
issue of online edit-checking capability during these proceedings. 

3.2.1 Michigan 
An OSS test was conducted in the Midwest by KPMGBearing Point and LEX was one 

of the systems tested.” The KPMGBearing Point October 30, 2002 Revised Draft report 
revealed the status of testing at the time. Of the 197 transaction tests crikria, 166 were 

” KF’MG Consuldng changed it’s m e  to &aring Point in October 2002. 
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satisfied.I8 Six of the failed criteria related to lack of timely handling of rejected orders and 
FOC Notifications.192o In January 2003, the Michigan Commission concluded that further 
testing was not needed and that SBC provided timely pre-order and order responses in a 
nondi- ry maaner allowing a CLEC ag opportunity to compete.. The Michigan 

2 7 W  of the al 
Telecommunication Act of 1996 and the rules and regulati mulgated by the FCC?’ 
Subsequently, in September 2003, the FCC f o d M  

Commimim &so W C M d  w SBC had complied 

Under checklist item 2 of Seetion 271, a BOC must demmstrate that it provides 
ry access to its OSS - the systems, databases, and personnel that nondiscnrmnato 

the BOC uses to provide service to customers. Based on the evidence in the 
record, we find, as did the Michigan Commission, that Michigap Bell is providing 
competitors nondiscrimhtory access to OSS in compliance with checklist item 2. 
Consistent with past practice, we consider the entire mod,  including commercial 
performance and third-paty testing, and focus our review on specific issues in 
contxoversy or areas where Michigan Bell fails to satis@ performance standards. 

. .  

.. *,,. ~:,,. , ~ .’.. 
. .  

;:~;T,-~ 
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‘s review of the operational readiness of OSS, the Texas 
Commission retained Telcordia (formerly Bellcore) to conduct an independent third-party 
evaluation. Following the completion of initial and follow-up OSS testing, Telwdia issued a 
final report. The report concluded that SWBT’s OSS was “operationally ready to handle 
commercial volumes of transactions.” Upon concluding that all outstanding :issues dating to 
SWBT’s c o m p l k  with d o n  271 had been resolved, the Texas Commission voted on 
December 16, 1999 to manimousiy support SWBT’s S d o n  271 application. The FCC found 
that the evidence presented in the record showed that SWBT provided nondiscriminatory access 

mahtemnce and billing. .Eunctionrr. These findings 

under the auspices of the Texas 
Commission. In addition, the FCC found that the Telcordia third-party test provides some 
additional evidence of the functionality and capability of SWBT’s OSS. 

e in tha record s, actual c o i m l w  perfiormance, 
m c e  measmments 

’’ OSS Evalw%ion Project of SBC AmeriWh Michlgaa for the Michigan Public S&w COmmiMion, KPMG/Bearing Point 
Revised D& Report October 30, ZOM, page 13. ’’ Michigan Public Service Commission, Case No. U-12320, h thamaatr, on the Gommision’s own motion, 
to consider SBC‘s, Mda AMERlTECH MICHIGAN, compliance with the competitive checklist in Case No. U-12320 Section 
271 of the federal Telccommunlcafions Act of 1996. page 57-58. 

An April 30,2003 KpMG/&Bting Point Final Result update to this mort indicated that at tGst conclusion on April 8,2003 
there were 30 TVV and PPR evaluation M a  out of 510 net satisfled or MetmwWc ’ . Two ef the exceptiow, numbers 44 
snd 49, speoificaUy &at& to lack oftimely Rcjmt Notim and FOC Notifrcati~w via the LEX GUI interface. ’’ Michigan Public Service Commissiun, W e  No. U-1232$ In the mat[M; on the Commission’s own motion, 
to consider SBC’s, Mda AhBRITECX MICHIGAN, compliance with the 0~rmpetitiVC checklist in Case No. U-12320 Section 
271 of the f edd  Telecommunications Act of 1996. page 3. 
22 Federal Communications &mmi%sion, WC Docket No. 03-138. Application by SBC Communications hc., 
Michigan Bell Telephone Company, and SoumwOstem Bell Communicatinns Senrices, Inc. for Authonizadon To Provide In- 
Region, InterLATA Servicgs inMichigan, page 28, paragraph 55. 
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3.2.3 California 
The FCC found, as did the California Commission, that Pacific Bell provided competitors 

in California nondiscriminatory access to its OSS. The FCC stated that it believed that the third- 
party test was broad and objective and provided meaningful evidence that was relevant to the 
analysis of Pacific Bell's OSS. The third-party test results supported the FCC finding that 
Pacific Bell provides nondiscriminatory access to its OSS. The California Commission had 
selected Cap Gemini Emst & Young (Cap Gemini) to be the Test Administrator and Technical 
Advisor. Global exchange Services (Global exchange) was selected to be the Test Generator 
and submitted and processed orders using manual procedures (by fax), graphical user interface 
(GUI) and application-to-application interfaces. 

Cap Gemini's Final Report assessed the results of functionality testing, capacity testing, 
and performance measurement analysis. This testing and evaluation examined the five critical 
OSS functions: pre-ordering, ordering, provisioning, maintenance and repair, and billing. The 
Cap Gemini f d  report contained 43 recommendations. Three of those recommendations dealt 
with improvements to the LEX interface. 

Specifically on ordering, the FCC found that Pacific Bell satisfied checklist item 2 with 
regard to ordering and provisioning in California. According to the FCC, the record 
demonstrated that Pacific Bell provides nondiscriminatory access to its ordering and 
provisioning systems and processes and consistently satisfies the performance standards on the 
relevant perfomance measurements, with few exceptions. 

~~ ~~ ~ 

3.3 0 pc 1-21 ti o t i  ii I Kea d i 11 ess I)ec i s i o t i  s 

AT&T Operational Readiness Testing 
To ensure that the LEX interface implemented in the Southeast in November 2009 had 

been adequately tested by AT&T, and therefore operational ready, staff reviewed the AT&T test 
plan, methodology, and results of the following pre-release tests of LEX 

. FunctionalTesting ,* Flow-Through Testing 
4 Regression Testing 

. 4 VolumeTesting 

According to AT&T the purpose of the functional testing was to determine appropriate 
responses for users and requests entering the LEX system. The testing is used to determine the 
functionality of the application and is designed to provide testing to assure that the system is 
providing responses in accordance with detailed technical requirements. The testing includes 
scenarios that will provide system responses to all facets of queries that a user might encounter 
per the system user guides and the industry requirements for LSR processing. 

A total of 6,406 test cases were executed for LEX functional testing. The test plan 
covered but was not limited to: 
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bitegrittion with porder functioaality. 
wit% the LEX LSR creation, indudbag 

entstfwn ofmtifimtiom such as .c;onfirmations and jeepraxlkas. 

and supplemental 

Flow-thFough teatkg dekmmed . ifappmpriate LBR reqnests that 
enter the gygtsm to m t e  c~net8 log xws&tges and systems for order 
gememtion, notice gennatiOn, and response tmmnkds. Flow w&s also designed 
t o d ~ ~ ~ r i ~ ~ ~ i a ~ p ~ ~ ~ ~ - s h o u f d ~ ~ a ~ b i ~ w i t h t h e  
flow of the request or should the request not be designed to flow-Wovgh. 

g w a ~  dai@ to pmviete asswmee that the system functionality 
respa-. Thf2teSthgw3 by a twun that is 
’ R S p O ~  8re Ifaw -far th 

c;haiag The system 
implementation weekend to document appropriate fuactioaaity. Many dBknt  type of rquests 
were tested to assure both correct and kcom& LSRs are handled appropriately. 

on testing resulbe$ in a number of defects beiig 
558 &fee& wwte f d  in AT&T usting which 

date in Mov- 20w. There were 
approximately 43 severity 1 or criti verity 2 bt mjjor dct.feas and 188 severity 3 
or average defects. As of the release date there were only nine of these defects remaining open, 

Two of these defeGts were severity 2, and 7 date of December 3,2009. 

The volume testing goal was to &&mine if LEX could handle additional, transaction 
volumes. The volume testing wm, done in the Systim T& Envhment to M e  if LEX 

three hours to 
on response' as 
peflomce.  During testing, response times 

were found to exceed the threshold. The root caw of this issue war, traced to the lack of 
availability of back-end system in the test environment. stxlaiharetestwas 
conducted and response times were deemed to be 
“insufi7cient resowms in the back-end systems.” Staff 

An additional review for operational readiness included P discussion with CLECs who 
participated in the pre-release testing of LEX. CLECs were allowed to test the LEX application 
for a four week period prior to the November 2009 release. Only two CLECs, Birch and STS, 
choose to take advantage of this testing enviromnent. Both of these CLECs are certificated in 
the state of Florida. Birch’s test plan included 43 test scenarios and STS tested between six and 
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than eighteen test scenarios. According to Birch, its test results were successful. Birch was able 
to test all necessary request types and considered the testing adequate. STS stated that while the 
scenarios they tested were successful, they were not allowed to test scenarios for commingled 
arrangements or orders requiring special handliig. As a result, STS does not believe testing was 
adequate for their purposes. 

13.4 LEX Post Production Defects 

St&?s review of the Enhanced Defect Report available to CLECs on the AT&T CLEC 
Online website revealed that as of March 15, 2010, there were 20 c l o d  and 13 open de- 
associated with LEX implementation in the Southeast. A short description of each of the 
currently open defects is shown below: 

LEX - Company Code is not appearing in dropdown preventing Bulk Order request. 
LEX - Transfer of Call Options Field is disabled 
LEX - Location Number field values are changing. 
LEX - Directory ID Type does not have an option of 0. 
LEX - Some address validations are not returning Location Designatorhcation Value 
fields. 
LEX - Bulk Order requests are generating duplicate purchase Order Numbers (PONS). 
LEX - User unable to print error form. 
LEX - Field in error highlighted does not match error message. 
LEX - CITY, STATE and ZIP fields are pre-populating on Resale Private Line Form. 
LEX - VOIP users receiving pop up error of CSR Validation process failed, cannot 

LEX - Timeout issue when user attempts to cmte LSR with previouSly used PON name. 
LEX - When processing errors an error is returned of General LEX Exception. 
LEX - Pending Order Status tab contains incorrect or missing data. 

proceed. 

The majority of these defects are targeted to be resolved on March 20,2010, with only 
one targeted for a April 17,2010 completion date. 

3.5 LEX Performance Measurement Data I 
Staff reviewed the January 2010 preordering and ordering performance measures for 

Florida aggregate CLECs to ensure that the commercial data supports a finding that LEX is a 
nondiscriminatory interface. The performance measure data compares LEX results to the AT&T 
retail systems or a benchmark. 

In Janwry, with only 25 percent of CLECs having migrated to LEX, there were 286 
orders processed through the LEX interface. On average LENS users submit an average of over 
75,700 orders per month in the Southeast and 12,700 of those are from Florida CLECs. 
EXMOBIT 1 is stalTs summary of the preordering and ordering aggregate performance 
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measurement results for January 2010. The exhibit identities whether instances or submetrics for 
the measure met the benchmark or retail anal00 

e\ ieir Of Preortlerin:, and Ordering I'erformance Mea\ui-e\ 4gg:rcgnte Result\ o f  llsing 
the LEX Interface 

January 2010 
I_ 

:qui@ Failure Explanation 

1 
Feature and Services Inqwy. 

Metric difference of 2.54 seconds for AT&T 
to 2.66 seconds for the CLEC Aggregate. 

PO-2 Loop Make-up 1 
Response T h e  

2 2 metrics failed equity comparison with a 
benchmark. 

.3 Percent Flow- 2 
lrough Senrice 

Requests 
The UNE Loop CLEC aggregate metric 
results were 76.47% of valid LSRs flowed 
through compared to the benchmark of 85%. 

The LNP CLEC aggregate metric was 
46.32% when compared to the benchmark of 
95%. 

n e we uity 1 

I Commitment 
Timeliness (Mcehanued 

no volumes on Which to determine results. 

Lhtht ly  Mechanacd) 
I 

Based on January dstta, staff is concerned about the lack of parity for the 0-3 Percent 
Flow-Through Service Requests measure. Additionally, staff is concerned regarding the lack of 
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data on which to base a conclusion for the 0-9 Firm Order Commitment Timeliness measure. 
Staff will continue to monitor these measures as more data becomes available. 

3.6 Conclusion 

Staff reviewed the OSS independent third-party testing done on the LEX interface in 
three other states to determine if LEX had historically been deemed as providing 
nondiscriminatory access to AT&T's OSS. Staffs review revealed that, at the conclusion of 
testing, the Michigan, California and Texas State Commissions and the FCC had determine that 
nondiscriminatory access was being provided to the OSS, which included the LEX interfa~e.2~ 

In order to make a determination on operational readiiess staff reviewed the November 
2009 LEX pre-production test plans and results, post-production defects and commercial data for 
the month of January 2010. Staff was satisfied with pre-production testing, with the exception of 
volume testing. Staff believes that the lack of volume testing in the production environment 
represents a possible risk for AT&T. Staff is concerned that once all CLECs have migrated to 
LEX the back-end system may not be able to effectively respond to CLEC inquiries and orders. 
Previous OSS volume testing for Florida, as well that done in other states for Section 271 
approval was done in the production environment. Staff believes AT&T should conduct LEX 
volume testing in the production environment, or othekse prove that capacity in the production 
environment is adequate in the Southeast back-end systems. 

Staffs review of the CLEC defects submitted since the November release revealed 13 
currently open LEX defects. Staff is satisfied that all but one of the currently open defects will 
be resolved by March 20,2010 release. 

Finally, s t a f f s  review of LEX aggregate performance metric data shows that for January 
2010, AT&T appears to be providing service at parity with the LEX interface, with the exception 
of flow-through results. Staff believes AT&T should perform a root cause analysis on the 
reason for the poor flow-through results for the LEX interface and take appropriate correction 
action. 

OSS mdwdent third-party e g  for thesc three states WRS conducted in the 1999-2003 timefrme. 
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4.0 Pre-Ordering, Ordering and Editing Processes 

The third staff objective was to document AT&T's pre-ordering, ordering, and editing 
processes and assess the LEX and LENS functionality. The overall purpose is to detemine if 
LEX provides the tools and processes to support the ordering of wholesale local services. 

CLECs can place orders with AT&T for Resale and UNE services. Provisioning of 
service for a new CLEC customer or making changes to a CLEC customer's existing service 
begins with the pre-ordering process. Pre-ordering is simply the gathering of preliminary 
information about the customer. The information is used to assist CLECs in buiIding a firm 
order request with AT&T. During pre-ordering, a CLEC sales representative, while on the line 
with the customer, is inputting customer information and submitting pre-order queries to AT&T 
using ordering guides as a means of reference.% Pertinent information gathered during pre- 
ordering includes: 

Veri@ the address the prospective end user provides. 
@ View features and services available for specific switches. 

Reserve Telephone Number. 
View the estimated working schedule of the central office specific to the prospective end- 

';7;t7 
&? 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ d r ? ~ t o m e r  Service Records (CSRs) of the CLECs own current end users and 

-, - AT&T's non-restricted accounts. 
View multiple Customer Service Records up to four for Non-Complex accounts. 
View the entire Inquiry section in a specific order. 
View a possible due date for the LSR you would like to place. 

*a View the Primary and Local IntraLATA Interexchange Carrier (PIC)/(LPIC) carriers 
available to the end user. C 3 l n ;  ' + View the Serving Wire Center for the address or telephone number requested. 

ir$ h, 
Request Loop Makeup detail. 

I .n,n Until the FPSC approves the retirement of LENS, CLECs currently can submit pre-order 
queries through one of three CLEC front-end OSS interfaces: LENS, LEXNerigate, or Xh4L 
Gate~ay.2~ Both LENS and the LEXNerigate systems are graphical user interfaces (GUI) that 
connect directly into AT&T's back-end systems via the Internet and have comprehensive user 
guides to assist CLECs in processing orders. XML Gateway, which is not an issue in this audit, 
is a machine-to-machine interface that is typically used by larger CLECs that prefer to build 
their own interfaces and still leverage functionality with AT&T's back-end OSS interfaces. All 

% ,. 
.L 

ZA R e a d e r  guides include AT&T's Local Sexvice Pre-Ordering Requirements (LSPOR), and the various ordering interface '' Verigate is the pre-ordering interface integmted with the LEX application. 
ublications, such as the LENS and LEXNerigate user guides. 
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three .front-end interfaces distribute LSRs to AT&T's necessary business units, coordinate 
installation and provisioning activities, and provide tracking throughout the service order 

, . ,  .::"w.'p~~:.i'::~~:'> , .  

43-1 
The L ed as a menu-based linear system designed to guide a 

CLEC representative through the pre-ordering process on a step-by-step basis. LENS populates 
portions of a page or screen automatically and requires the CLEC representative to enter data in 
certain fields before being allowed to move onto the next applicable page or screen. Required 
data entry fields in LENS are highlighted in red on the screen 

4.2.2 LEXNerigate Pre-Ordering 
The LEX/Veri@e interface was developed and structured as a navigation tree that 

allows the user to mve fn?ely mound the ordezing process throatgh the use of icons and directory 
files. This process-flow allows the user to determine the sequence of campleting~and order. The 
Verigate pre-ordering system is integmted within the LEX interfke, meaning ,the pre-ordering 
informatien populated and validated in Vaigate is electronically shared with LEX to assist with 
processing B service request. The pre-ordering fmetions in LEX and Verigate me analogous to 
those provided in LENS. This incldes ddrem validation, features and servica availability, 
telephone number reservation, customer service records, and interexchange carrier search. 
Required entry fields in Verigate are highlighted in green on the screen. 
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accomplished using Microsofi Word templates and is submitted to AT&T’s LSC via an email- 
based process. 

Once the mode of entry is determined, the valid pre-order information is then used by a 
CLEC customer service representative to begin the ordering process with the origination of a 
Local Service Request (LSR). Pertinent information entered during the LSR process includes. 

+ Service Order Type (e.g., Resale, Number Portability, Loop Service, Directory Listing) 
+ Activity Type (e.g., New installation, Conversion, Change, Disconnect, Move) 
+ Type of services being ordered (e.g., Residence, Business, Single-Line, Commingling) 
+ Desired Due Date 
+ Billing information 

Once a CLEC completes an LSR and submits it to a AT&T, the LSR passes through 
AT&T’s back-end OSS interfaces for order processing. If the LSR is accurate and complete, a 
service order is generated and sent to AT&T’s downstream Service Order Communications 
System (SOCS) for provisioning. 

4.3.1 LENS Ordering 
AT&T’s LENS ordering interface may be used either to gather specific 

telecommunications information from AT&Ts existing databases, or to place orders for 
telecommunications products and services. CLECs may use LENS for either new service (no 
existing telephone number) or existing service. Information entered via LENS for a firm order 
populates portions of the LSR automatically and facilitates the mechanized generation of service 
orders without manual intervention from AT&T’s Local Service Center. When a CLEC logs on 
to LENS, the system displays a main menu that allows to access the system’s functions. 
Available functions in LENS include: 

+ Create firm orders and perform other activities related to an end-user account. 
+ Create and submit bulk orders. 
+ View and edit LSR sections. 
+ Change the Desired Due Date of an existing LSR 
+ Cancel an existing LSR. 
+ Query LSRs by specific Purchase Order Number (PON). 
+ Change the company code or password a CLEC is using. 
+ Search by any combination of all company codes for which a CLEC 

authorized. 
user ID is 

Additionally, while navigating through the order, LENS provides the user with 
immediate access to the necessary business rules used to process a clean order. The access is via 
hyperlinks embedded in LENS. If at any time while processing an order through LENS there is 
any question regarding a required field, a CLEC representative can click on a hyperlink 
(reference library) which will open another screen that directly accesses the business rules. If an 
error is created by the CLEC, the LENS interface immediately identifies the error before 
allowing the CLEC to proceed further. 
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Ordering in LENS begins with entering and selecting specific information to create an 
LSR. The creation of the LSR begins with the entering of the Request Type (e.g., Resale) d 
Activity Type (e.g.. New Installation). Once Request Type and Activity Type have been 
selected, LENS will onIy display those screendforms which are applicable to the LSR order 
type. CLECs will utilize these screens to enkr additional mquired information to complete the 
LSR process. For example, the new installation process includeg the following tasks: 

cting th5 Telephone 

ompleting LSR Details 
&g Services and Fe 

Service Details 

z.p?i;ij+c 
:.Once the LSR is completed, the CLEC submits the LSR, via LENS, to AT&T for 

processing. If all required fields are complete, AT&T provides a Firm Order Completion (FOC) 
acknowledgement back to the CLEC indicating that the order was successful. 
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A copy of the LENS ordering LSR screen is shown below for illustrative purposes. 
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4.3.2 LEXOrdering 
The information collected in LEX is comparable to the information collected in LENS. 

However, the process of building and placing an order in LEX is different when compared to 
LENS. Unlike LENS, LEX is made up of an “LSR Tree” which contains Forms, Sections, and 

M y  ttnangtiout tlpG oxdming proc@ss. The 
building of an LSR begins with the CLEC user choosing a menu activity dong an “Icon Bar’ on 
top of the LEX screen. Each menu activity is followed by a series of options to select from as 
shown below: 

f W * C L E C ~ ~  

+ File: 

+ View: 

+ Actions: 

New, Save LSR, Bulk, Ordering, Print, Exit 

Search, Inbox, Refresh, Change Region 

Issue, Copy LSR, Edit LSR, Close Edit, Supplement, Clear Optional Forms, Delete LSR, 
Process Errors 

LEX Tips 
+ Help: 

Like LENS, when creating a new LSR, LEX will first require an entry in the Request 
Type and Activity Type fields. This information assists LEX in building the contents of the 
LSR tree and instructing the user as to the remaining LSR fields that need to be completed. 
Once the building of the LSR is completed, the CLEC user must “issue” the LSR to AT&T for 
processing. If the order contains any mors they will be identified once the CLEC submits the 
order for processing. Once all errors are corrected the LSR is resubmitted. If the LSR 
successfully passes through the validation process, the status changes to “FOC” and a due date is 
provided. 
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A copy of the LEX ordering LSR screen is shown below for illustrative purposes. 
- - yr .......r--- .!E?-.. . . . . . . . . .  ............... r a e Y ~ ~ m & w ~ e ~ ~ n n c ~ ~ m m  0 7  

1.1 Edit-Checking I 
If the LSR is unreadable or does not contain accurate and complete information on all 

required and conditional fields, a reject or auto-clarification is returned to the CLEC for 
correction. AT&T requires that all of the information on an LSR to be 100 percent accurate. An 
error as small as an extra space in a data entry field can cause an order to be rejected 

AT&T's Local Access Service Request (LASR) order-processing interface stom the 
content of the LSR data and perfoms the first level of order validation. LASR will 
automatically send rejcct notices to CLEC when data is missing, prohibited fields are populated, 
or when other p-determined error conditions occur. Error conditions are documented for 
CLECs in AT&T's business rules for local ordering and OSS interface user guides. 

Once LASR completes the first-level edit checks and validates the LSR, the LSR is 
forwarded to AT&T's Local Service Order Generator (LESOG) system, which perfom a 
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second level dedi t  checks?6 Once d l  errors are corrected, the CLFC must resubmit the LSR to 
pass through the edit-checking process again. If the LSR is accurate and complete, the CLEC 
will receive a FOC denoting that the order passed the validation proc&ss. LESOG, in turn, will 
automatically generate and send a service order to AT&T's downstream provisioning aystem. 

4.4.1 LENS Edit-Checking Process 
The edit-checking process performed in LENS is on a real-time basis. LENS checks for 

errors at the same time data is beiig inputted by a C &m repnwntative. If a CLEC sales 
representative incorrectly inputs data for a field in the LSR, LENS will immediately alert the 
representative (while still on the phone with the customer) of the error. The error is typically 
related to the screen the represex&& 've is currently viewing. L require the error to be 
corrected before the qwesmtative can move on to the next step 

4.42 LEX Edit-Checking r 
The edit-checking process performed in LEX occurs &g,g the LSR is completed and 

submitted to AT&T for processing. The submitted LSR will first receive a status of uIssued," 
indicating that AT&T's back-end LASR OSS interface has received the LSR If errors are 
found, LASR 'transmits a "Reject" to the CLEC with a listing of the LSR errors. Errors are 
displayed in a format that shows an error code, an mor message, and the line number in the LSR 
where the error is located. The LEX form d field name whrm the error is located is highlighted 
in yellow to assist the wer. The user is required to return to the applicable page or screen to 
correct the error. When the errors have been properly corrected, the LSR is resubmitted via LEX 
and the LSR status will change to "Processed." 

.5 Functional Differences Between LENS and LEX 

Staff asked AT&T to explain the process by which it was determined that LEX would be 
the interface. implemented in AT&T's Southeast region, AT&T stated that LEX was considered 
the more robust application in that it currently possessed the functionality for ordering a full line 
of ~LXB and m p k  prod- Additionally, according ta ATBZT, LEX was also viewed as being 
more accommodating in its ability to integrate LENS specific functionality into the application 
versus LENS ability to integrate LEX functionality. EXHIBIT 2 is a list of LENS bctionality 
that was incorporated into the LEX application: 

LENS Functionality Incorporated Into LEX 
January 201p - 

reate 

Local Numbs portabiliy (LNP) orders i% muted &om LASR to the Local Number Portability (LNp)Gatnnay m&ad ofthe 
L o 4  Sewice Order Gemator WSOG) 
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Bulk Urdering Allows user to group all orders for a particular product and submit them in 
one transaction. 

Fast Track Permits the user to submit a minimum amount of required fields based on 
a specific product with the remainder of the fields being derived from 
other mechanical sources. 

I Pre-Order 
Integration order process ~ 

men 

Provides for interactive preorder functionalityto be available with the fm 

ovides for all the current capability thi 
.. 

t hctio& with the Vkw&SR or$et I 

EX parallels LENS in performing ownershi - 
accounts-where the product scenario IS applicable 

one PON, LEX updates the related PONS similar to LENS 
- :- s d  e on 
p o w  

EXHIBIT 2 

To assist staff in developing an understanding of the similarities and differences between 
the LENS arid LEX interfaces, staff requested AT&T to provide a hands-on demonstration of 
both interfaces. In doing so, AT&T created and simulated the submission of the following test 
orders through both interfaces: 

NewResale 
*: NumberPortability * Loop with Number Portability 

r* Commingling of a Loop with Special Access Services 

Based on #s high-level observations of the LENS and LEX interfaces, it was clearly 
evident to staffthat the data entry screens in LEX are not as user-Eendly, and are initially more 
difficult to comprehend when compared to LENS. For example, LENS will display data entry 
fields that are only applicable to the specific order type being submitted. In contrast, LEX 
displays data entry fields that may not be required to be completed and are not applicable to the 
order. LEX field labels are somewhat cryptic and difficult to determine what information is 
being requested. LENS provides drop down boxes that show applicable alpha or numeric codes 
along with descriptions for these codes that define the action to be taken. In contrast, LEX 
displays alpha or numeric codes, but without descriptions. 

The test orders, on average, also took longer to complete in LEX than in LENS. When 
entering telephone numbers in LENS, all parentheses, Bashes, and spaces are suppressed 
allowing for cut and paste function of an entire telephone number to minimize type errors and to 
expedite processing time. According to a survey of LEX users, the majority of Florida CLEO 
generally believe the edit-checking capabilities in LEX does not hamper the ability to do 



business. Additionally a majority of CLECs believe that LEX'S timeliness is as good as or better 
than LENS. A detailed comparison of the 
functionality between the two applicatioDs is depicted in EXHIJ3IT 3. Areas where the two 
systems differ is highlighted in yellow. 

Survey details are provided in Chapter 6. 
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AT&T reported that the h i s ion  to implement the LEX interface over the LENS 
interface is a result of thorough analysis. AT&T p e r f o m h e d  a review of both applications and 
acknowledged that Wereaces between LENS and LEX exist. However* AT&T believes that 
LEX possesses additional f u n d  not available in LENS a d  exhibits more flexibility and 
ability to assimilate new fundi . For ample ,  accordirtp; to AT&T, LEX possemes a 
database that contains LSR history for up to two years, a full set of data reports to query LSR 
information, an enhancad search capability, and a method for tracking the history of an LSR. 

3.6 STS’ Concerns rl ordering interface does not have the .same edit-checking 
currently in place for use by CLECS in) the AT&T nine-state 

able in LENS notify the CLEC of errors on a “red- 
capabi 
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I 

According to AT&T, all the pre-ordering and ordering functions that exist in LENS are 
integrated into LEX. This includes address validation, features and services availability, 
telephone number reservation, customer service records, and interexchange carrier search. The 
primary differences between LENS and LEX are the operational structure of the interfaces and 
the edit-checking capabilities. The LENS interface is a linear system that requires the user to 
enter data in certain fields before being allowed to move onto the next page or screen. In 
comparison, the LEX interface is structured as a navigation tree that allows the user to move 
more freely around the ordering process through the use of icons and directory files. The end 



result is that the same first level validation and due date calculation engines process a request 
h m  LENS or LEX in the same way prior to AT&T accepting the LSR for further processing. 

AT&T did not perform a cost estimate for enhancing LEX to include up-front edit- 
checking s similar to the edit-checking process performed in LENS. According to AT&T, the 
costs associated with implementing the upfront edits would include significant changes to the 
interface architecture, as well as the significant coding effort that would be required to 
implement to many of AT&T’s downstream systems. AT&T further noted that these changes 
would also need to be completed for each of the other regions in AT&T’s operating territory. 
AT&T concludes that it would take an additional three years to emulate upfront edit-checking 
capability for LEX and implement in all operating regions. 

AT&T hrther contends that the implementation of the LEX interface provides the same 
andor like functionality that CLECs in the nine-state region experience today. AT&T claims 
that the new LEX interface is every bit as efficient as the existing LENS interface and will 
provide for all necessary functionality to create, momage, track main- change or supplement 
orders. According to AT&T, the new LEX interface will also provide for a number of 
enhancements that are not currently available for use by CLECs via the LENS ordering interface. 

AT&T does not dedicate an individual LSC representative to work with a specific CLEC 
to analyze LSR errors. However, in response to STS’ concerns, AT&T stated it has dedicated 
four LSC representatives to assist STS in understanding a specific reject andor clarification. In 
addition, STS may contact the LSC or its AT&T Local Support Manager to assist with rejects 
and clarifications or mechanized system. The Local Support Manager provides guidance to 
assist the STS with understanding the business or any other appropriate guide used to assist in 
the submission of complete and accurate LSRs. 

In this chapter, two key differences between LENS and LEX were observed: the 
operational structure and the edit-checking process. The LENS operational structure is linear 
and requires a user to enter data in certain fields before being allowed to move onto the next page 
or screen. In contrast, a LEX user is allowed to move more freely around the order taking 
process through the use of menus and icons. Staff believes the LEX interface is not as user- 
fkiendly when compared to the LENS linear process. However, staff acknowledges that CLECs 
may prefer the flexibility provided in LEX. 

With regards to the edit-checking process, LENS generates error messages while a user is 
populating an LSR and will further require the error to be corrected before the user can move 
forward in processing an order. In LEX, the user is not informed of errors on the LSR until after 
the LSR has been issued to AT&T. Staff believes the edit-checking process performed in LEX 
may cause some delays in the overall time to complete an order. However based on s t a f f s  
limited observation and CLEC opinion, it appears that this delay was minimal. 
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Although staff has concerns with the operational structure and edit-checking process in 
LEX, staff notes that AT&T has provided CLECs with adwpate time to learn and train their 
personnel on the new LEX interface without disrupting CLECs ongoing operations. CLECs in 
AT&T's Southeast region have had the opportunity to transition off of the LENS interface and 
onto the LEX interface since November 2009 (aver four months). Additionally, AT&T's LSC 
representatives also available to help CLECs on a d e t y  of issues when transitionkg &om the 
LENS to the LEX interface. Other support services available for CLECs to contact include the 
CLEC's Wholesale Support Manager, AT&T's Information Systems Call Center, and AT&T's 
Mechanized Customer Production Support Center. Each are available to assist with LEX issues 
such as access, softwase, general navigation, system error resolutions, and business rules. 

One of the primaty purposes of the implementation of the LEX interface in the Southeast 
region is to provide Uniformity to the OSS systems across the AT&T 22-state region. Staff 
believes, the 22-state LEX interface does include a number of significant enhancements that 
provide for more functionality to create, manage, or change LSRs. While the methods wed to 
execute a function di&rs between the LENS and LEX applicdons, staff believes that LEX 
provides the same desired end-result BS LENS regardless of how executed. Staff believes that 
LEX and LENS generaliy provide like functonality. 



5.0 Additional LEX Issues 

The fourth staff objective was to document and assess any additional LEX issues or 
deficiencies discovered during the audit. Staff discovered an additional concern regarding STS’ 
ability to order commingled arrangements, as discussed below. 

With the implementation of the LEX ordering interface in November 2009, AT&T stated 
that all local services and products (all Activity Types and all Request Types) are designed to be 
submitted electronically through LEX?7 In other words, CLECs should no longer have to order 
any service or product types via the manual email process. However, during the course of the 
audit, STS brought to staff‘s attention its concern that it could not place certain complex orders 
using the LEX interface. These complex orders at issue are commingled arrangements which are 
the ordering of Unbundled Network Elements &NE) and UNE combinations commingled with 
special access 

In response to STS’ concerns, staff requested AT&T to provide a demonstration to STS 
and staff of the processing and submission of commingled arrangements in LEX. On January 
22,2009, via a live “network-meeting”, AT&T presented a walk-through of seven different test 
ordm that simulated some of the commingled arrangements that STS provisions with AT&T. 
Of the seven scenarios, five were for a new installation, one was a bulk migration work-around 
process, and one was for a conversion of a customer (end-user) from one CLEC to another 
CLEC. 

Upon conclusion of the demonstration, both STS and &if€ had numerous questions of 
AT&T that were taken as “action items.” Many of the questions had to do with perceived flaws 
in the methodology and documentation supporting the placement of those orders. Specific 
examples include: 

0 AT&T had not issued an Accessible Letter nor provided documentation that supports the 
,$). use of the “Other” Category when identifying the “Loop Type” in three of the scenarios. 

1 1 ,  

AT&T’s business rules (i.e., the Local Service Ordering Requirements and the Local 
Ordering Handbook) for the Service & Product Enhancement Code (SPEC) field required 
on commingled orders appear to conflict one another. 

*’ See ATBiT’s Action Item responses 3 and 6 to StatYs November 9-10, ux)9 Workshop held in FPSC Docket No. 000121A.. 
Also, see the attachment to AT&T’s Accessible Letter CLECSES09456, dated September l1,2009---The initial requirements 
for the LEX system. 

Commingling of network elements is allowing for all of the elements required pursuaut to section 271 to be -sa whetha 
combiued through section 251 (c)(3), andfor sections 201 and 202 ofthe T e l m m m ~ d o m  A& 
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-# ”The process for populating the “Desigtl Routing Code (DRC)” field on the LSR form on 
, orders for designed circuits where a CLEC is requesting a Design Layout Report (DLR) 
s nor d&n& in &a buskss des. 

rocess for obtaining a “Project ID” is not defined in AT&T’a business rules (Le., 
g Interval Guide) for ordering SL-2 commingled loops that are project managed. 

.b The process and documentation regarding ardering limitations per Wire Center for Loop 
.= Commingling Arrangements with special access is not provided in AT&T’s business 

bulk migration ‘’work-aroundW ordering scenario presented by AT&T is not defined 
in any of AT&T’s business rules. 

The process and doamentation for ordering EELS i s  not provided in AT&T’s business 
rules. 

Following the demmstratian, STS provided a detailed matrix to staff that documents the 
various issues with LEX for the types of service requests that STS believes it will be ordering. 
The matrix is organized by service order type, activity type, and type of service. The matrix also 
identifies applicable AT&T business rules do~umentation.~~ STS pinpointed specific concerns 
where AT&T business rules are in conflict with one another or the LEX interface. 

AT&T provided a demonstration of how a CLEC can place orders for a commingled 
arrangement via LEX. This issue is of primary importance to STS. Based on errors revealed 
during the demonstration, staff does not believe AT&T can support its statement that LEX will 
allow for the processing of “all” product types. StaEbeIieves that STS may not be able to order 
or effectiveIy order commingled arrangemen& via LEX. It is important for STS cind all CLECs 
to be allowed access to these n-rk elements. Staff strongly believes AT&T has not 
adequately evaluated and updated all documentation CLECs are required to use in the placement 
of these orders through the LEX interface. 

Staffs position is futthGr supposed by a matrix of additional concerns that was provided 
by STS following the demonstration. The concerns were provided to staff on March 1,2010. 
Staff provided that matrix to ATbZT on Maroh 18,2010. 



6.0 CLEC LEX Satisfaction Survey 

A final objective of staff‘s review was to determine user satisfactions with the LEX GUI 
as implemented in the Southeast so far. AT&T reported to staff that, as of the end of February, 
there were 53 CLECs using LEX in the Southeast and 164 CLECs were still using LENS. Of the 
53 CLECs using LEX staff determined that 24 were CLECs certificated in the state of Florida. 
Staff conducted a telephone survey of all 24 Florida CLECs and determined that only 14 were 
actually using LEX for placing orders at this time. Thirteen of those 14 CLECs reported that the 
orders they had placed using LEX had been successfully transmitted. 

Staff questioned the CLECs abont LEX’s ease of use, functionality, and timeliness when 
compared to LENS. The following were the results: 

What would you say about ease of use when comparing LEX to LENS? 

2 answered ‘LEX is easier to use than LENS’ 
6 answered ‘LEX is harder to use than LENS’ 
5 answered ‘LEX and LENS have the same.ease of use’ 

What would you say about functionality when comparing LEX to LENS? 

3 answered ‘LEX’s functionality is better than LENS’ 
5 answered ‘LEX’s functionality is not as good as LENS’ 
5 answered ‘LEX and LENS have the same functionality’ 

What would you say about timeliness (time to place an order) when comparing LEX to LENS? 
3 answered ‘LEX’s timeliness is better than LENS’ 
4 answered ‘LEX’s timeliness is not as good as LENS’ 
6 answered ‘LEX and LENS take about the same time to process an order’ 

One can see from the CLECs’ responses that the opinion regarding LEX is mixed. 46% 
said that LEX was harder to use than LENS. Approximately 23% said that LEX functionality is 
better than LENS. Approximately 46% of CLECs state that LEX and LENS take about the same 
time to process and order. Staff‘s observations of side-by-side comparisons of the two interfaces 
supports the opinion that LEX is harder to use that LENS, and the functionality and timeliness 
are about the same between LENS and LEX. 

Staff also asked the CLECs if the differences in online edits between LEX and LENS 
hampered their ability to do business in any way. Eleven of the 13 CLECs answered “no” to that 
question. When asked if they have any concerns about the 
approaching LENS retirement, seven said they did have concerns and six stated that they did not. 
Specific concerns expressed during the survey included 

Only two said that it did. 
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ent fiont-end display 
more the to place an order in LEX: 2 minubs in LENS 10-15 in LEX - 

’ 

m6.2 Conclusion 

It generally appears that the CLECs who are actually using LEX for placing orders in 
Florida are experiencing the issues that typically come with a new software release. Staff 
believes that the majority of the users in the Florida CLEC community do not appear to have a 
significant issue with the LEX interface. 
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